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WiFi-203 Smart Light System

        Welcome to use our company’s product WiFi-203, it’s a smart lighting control system. The
system mainly includes mobile APP application software, WiFi-203 gateway and our 2.4Ghz color 
temperature adjustable bulb, 2.4G RGBW bulb light, 2.4Ghz wireless receive controller, and other
lighting products related to 2.4Ghz. Through the control system, you can use Apple iOS APP 
applications to remote wireless control your lightings, the LED lighting is more intelligent, network 
and humanized.

WiFi-203 supports two types of network connections, there are direct and 
router connection:

Direct connection: Smart phone or tablet can directly control WiFi-203 gateway by Wi-Fi without 
going through a wireless router.
Router connection (STA mode): The gateway is connected to a wireless router, the smart 
phone or tablet also connect to the router, Mobile phone can access normally to the Internet, 
can also realize the wireless control of lamps, can support many WIFI gateways. 
In addition to the mobile phone APP software control, you can also use our 2.4Ghz remote to 
control, providing more choices.
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Tech Parameter:

Communication standard: Wi-Fi, 
802.11b/g/n protocol
Signal conversion: 2.4Ghz ISM
Input Voltage: DC5V
Interface: Micro USB port 
WIFI control distance: 30 meters
( on the visual distance)
Working temperature: -20℃～50℃
Product size: 87*63*28 mm
Packing size: 94*90*30 mm
N.W: 70g

Instructions 
1. Free from Apple's APP store downloading and installing. APP name is Eucolor203。

6. WiFi-203 gateway device which has been connected will display in the device list. Click the 

    search button  on  the upper right corner  to search a new gateway device, the default name is

    “WIFI203_xxxxx”, you can through the "information" menu to change the device’s name, easy to 

    manage many gateway devices. As shown in figure 1.

    Click the Edit button on the upper left corner to delete gateway devices of the list.

           Show the device is connected properly,      Show the device has been connected, but not 

    connected currently

7. Click a WIFI gateway device  connected can enter the remote control panel, there are three 

    control panels can be used. There are rotary dimmer panel, color temperature adjustable

    panel and full color control panel. As shown in figure 2.

Figure1 Device List                                                  Figure2 Control Panel

Interface

5. After the connection is established, click Eucolor203 software icon into the software.

4. Enter the apple phones or PAD Setting, start searching WLAN devices, then connect to "
    WIFI203_xxxxx ”

3. Long press WiFi-203 gateway "reset" button for 5 seconds until the “signal” light flashing, gateway 
    restored to factory settings, restored to "direct" mode.( If it is the new product, don't need to 
    operate this step)

2. WiFi-203 gateway uses Micro USB port as a power supply port, you can use DC5V 500 mA  
    power adapter for power supply



8. According to the type of the lightings need to control or receiving controller to select relevant 
    interface.
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（2）4 groups color temperature 
         adjustable control panel

（3）4 groups full-color control panel 

Operation of Match code and Clear the code:
Match code: Choose the lights that you want to divide the group, then turn off the power for 10 

seconds, then turn on the power switch, at the same time when you turn on the power (in 3-4 

seconds), press the button "Group ON" of the group you want, the lights will flick for 3 times, then 

this group is set successfully. 

Clear the code: Choose the lights you want to clear the code, turn off the power for 10 seconds, 

then turn on the power again, at the same time when you turn on the power (in 3-4seconds) of led 

bulb, press the button "All ON" for 6 times, the lights will flick for 6 times very quickly, then the code 

is cleared successfully.

Grouping controls and all controls operation:
Group controls: Press “Group ON” button of any group, can independently control the brightness, 

the mode, the color of lightings in this group. 

ALL controls: Press “ALL ON” button, you can control all the lightings have matched to the same 

WiFi-203 gateway. 

Set “Router connection "mode: 
Connect the gateway to router, with the normally access of internet, mobile phones and tablet also

can control many WiFi-203 devices. Steps are as follows:   

（1）Enter “Settings” menu, click on “Set the WiFi connection”.

（2）Search wireless router network. it may search out many wireless router, choose the one 

         you need to connect. 

（3）After entering the password successfully, pup-up dialog “Do you want to switch the device 

         to STA and restart it?”. Select the “OK”. Gateway will switch to STA mode and restart, then

         it will connect to the wireless router automatically .
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（4）Enter smart phone or tablet settings, start searching WLAN device, and then connect to the 

         same wireless router(not connected to WiFi-203 gateway, it is invisible) 

（5）Launch Eucolor203 again, re-search WiFi-203 gateway in the device list and controlled. 
Full color mode operation:
In the full color control interface, each time you press the "M" button , the dynamic mode will switch 

to the next one. Press the S + / S - key can increase or decrease the speed of mode . If you need 
to synchronize many lightings mode changing, please re-clear code, match code for all the 
lightings again. 


